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CHAPTERR 7 

Ellipti cc representation theory 

Thiss chapter is somewhat disconnected from the other chapters. The motivation to include 
itt is the following. In the examples of G2 and B2,B$,BA below, one may observe that if a 
genericallyy residual point c coincides for a special value of the parameters with the center of 
aa residual coset L, then c "exchanges" its representation in the confluence. To be precise, let 
cc be the central character of the irreducible discrete series representation V € for parameters 
A?22 = (q  e)k\, and suppose that for the special parameter values fo = qki, c coincides with 
thee center of a higher-dimensional coset L. Let V  = l im €^ 0^ , then V+0 © V~° is equal 
too an induced representation from HL with central character cL (the center of L). At generic 
parameterr values close to the singular value, there is an irreducible tempered representation 
withh real central character CL whose Ho-type is the same as the one of V+0 © V~°, while at 
thee special value itself one finds both V + 0 and V^-0 among the irreducible tempered repre-
sentationss with central character CL. In the examples which we have seen, these are the only 
irreduciblee tempered representations with central character CL, but in general the confluence 
mayy also involve other cosets than c and L. 
Thee theory which we call "elliptic representation theory" for the affine Hecke algebra, is rel-
evantt in this context, since it supports the conjecture that this phenomenon is true in general. 
Inn this theory, one works with a certain pairing defined on the quotient vector space of virtual 
temperedd representations of finite length, modulo the space of parabolically induced virtual 
temperedd representations of finite length. In the case where the parameters are generic, the 
irreduciblee discrete series representations form an orthonormal basis for this quotient space 
w.r.t.. a certain pairing, called the Euler-Poincaré pairing. For special parameters, from the 
abovee one sees that in the quotient space we get V+0 + V - 0 = 0, so an orthonormal basis 
iss then obtained by taking the irreducible discrete series representations, together with either 
V + 00 or V - 0 for all confluences. In this way, we see that by moving from k2 = (q + e)k\ 
too k2 — (q - e)k\, we change basis by "exchanging" V+0 for V - 0 . This results in a "walk" 
off  the Springer correspondents, as we have pointed out e.g. in the (^-example for the Weyl 
groupp representation 02,2-
Onn the level of Wo-types, the analogous properties should hold. In particular, the Tio-types 
off  the representations above, form an orthonormal basis for the elliptic pairing associated to 
WW00. . 
Forr the moment, we restrict ourselves to the "last" chamber of the parameter space, i.e., 
wheree &2 > (n — l)k\. We show that the Springer correspondents of the discrete series 
representationss indeed form an orthonormal basis in this case. 
Wee then proceed with a sketchy outlook towards an elliptic representation theory for the 
Heckee algebra with unequal labels. 
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116 6 7.. ELLIPTI C REPRESENTATION THEORY 

Wee conclude this remark by mentioning that this is an active field of research. A good refer-
ence,, where this theory is developed for the equal label Hecke algebra and its Weyl group, is 
[50]. . 

7.1.. Representation theory of the Weyl group Wo(Bn) 

Thee Weyl group of type Bn is isomorphic to the wreath product Gn = G ~ Sn where 
GG = Z/2Z. The representation theory of wreath products is described in [42]. An explicit 
realizationn for Wo(Bn) is discussed in [15]. We briefly discuss the parts we need here. 
Recalll  that the conjugacy classes and the irreducible representations of Gn :=  Wo(Bn) are 
indexedd by pairs of partitions (A, fx) of total weight n. Let us denote by X(A,M)

 m e character 
off  the irreducible representation indexed by (A, fj,). 
Analogouss to the case of the symmetric group Snt one can define the ring R = ®n>oR{Gn) 
wheree R(Gn) is the space of class functions onG„. R has a scalar product inherited from 
eachh component, and is given a multiplication as follows. If u G R(Gm), v e R(Gm), then 
uu x v is an element of R(Gm x Gn) and we define 

uv:=lnd^2uv:=lnd^2++
xx

nn
GnGn(uxv) (uxv) 

Onee then also defines the ring A(G) = C\pr(a),pr(b); r > 1]. Here, pr(a) and pr(b) are the 
r t hh power sums in two sets of variables oi, a2, -.. and 61,62, Define two new sets of 
variabless x and y viapr(a) = pr(x) + pr(y) andpr(b) — pr{x) - pT(y). 
Itt then turns out that there exists a map (the so-called characteristic map) ch : R — A(G) 
whichh is an isometric isomorphism of graded C-algebras. ch maps X(A,M)

 t o m e product of 
Schurr functions s\(x)sti(y). This means that if we want to decompose an induced character 
off  the form 

I n d G ^ 1 x . . . x Gm f c ( X ( A i , / i i )) X  X X(A fc tMfc ))> 

wee need the Littlewood-Richardson rule, to decompose a product of Schur functions into 
aa sum of Schur functions. We also see, that we need to apply this rule separately for the 
Ai'ss and the ^ ' s. According to the Littlewood-Richardson rule, the coefficient c*u in the 
decompositionn s^Sy = J2\ C£,«/SA is equal to the number of ways the Young diagram of fi 
cann be expanded to the Young diagram of v by means of a strict A-expansion, see [12]. 
Butt this is not all we need to know, since in general we will be inducing a representation 
off  Sni x  x Snk x Gi to Gn- However, we will only encounter the trivial or alternating 
representationn in the S^-factors. Therefore it is sufficient to know that 

LEMMA7.1.1.. (i) I n d ^ ^ f o m ) ) = ELoX( iMn- f c ) ; 

( i i ) Ind^ ( B " ) ( X ( n))) = ELoX(fc,n-fc). 

Proof,Proof, (i) An explicit realization of the representation space VA,^ which affords character 
X(\,n)X(\,n) i s gi v en i n [15]- A D a s is i s gi v en m terms of standard tableaux of shape (A, /i). The 
basiss vectors are given in the last letter ordering: tableau Ti precedes tableau T2, if the first 
numberr (starting with n and counting down), which is in different rows in the two tableaux, 
iss found in a lower row in T\ than in Ti. In the case where (A, p) = (l fc, l n - f c) , this means 
thatt we start with Ti, in which the numbers 1 , . . ., n are written in decreasing order. Then, 
eachh tableau Ti differs from tableau Ti+i by the exchange of two numbers j and j + 1. For 
thee matrix representing the endomorphism of V^^n-k implemented by sit this means that 
thee diagonal is filled with -1 's and matrices of the form (°*) . Therefore Vi*^^ *  contains 
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aa vector which is sent to its negative by each su i.e., V^^n-*  occurs in the induced repre-
sentationn Ind^(Bn)(x(i»))- But a dimension count ensures that these are all that occur in 
thee decomposition, since the dimension of Vit^- k is (J) and Y^k=o (£) = 2"» which is the 
indexx of Sn in W(Bn). 
(ii)(ii)  is proved analogously. D 

EXAMPLEE 7.1.2. Consider the case B3, with Levi root subsystem of type A\. Let the repre-
sentationn of iy(j4i ) = 52 be the alternating one, then the corresponding induced representa-
tionn is 

frd^Wfrd^W * Xi) = Ind£[gjxW(Bi ) ((W,_) +X(i,i) +X(-,i')) x (X(i,-) + X(-,i))) 
-- X(l3,-) + X((2,l),-) + X(l2,l ) + X(2,l) + X(l2,l ) + X(l,2) 

+X( i , i 2)) + X(i,i 2) + X(-,(2,i)) + X(- , i 3) -

Heree we have first used the Lemma, and then the Littlewood-Richardson rule. 

7.2.. Ellipti c elements and representations of the Weyl group 

Let,, for any finite group G, 1l{G) be the complex span of the irreducible characters of G. 
Considerr now G = Wo, the Weyl group associated to the root system (Ro, X, Ro, Y, II) . For 
eachh L c II , we have a parabolic subgroup Wi C W0, and a corresponding induction map 
Ind]f00 : K(WL) -> ft(Wo), hence a subspace 

Wee can thenn consider the quotient 

K(WK(W00)) = K(Wo)/Kin<i(W0). 

Onn TZ(W0)7 we have (see [50]) a non-degenerate pairing e 0̂, defined as: 

ewew00(x,x')(x,x') = ^ ( - l ) ndimHomwo(An^® X,x'), 
n>0 n>0 

wheree E is the reflection representation of W0. Initially, eWo is only defined on 7Z(Wo)> but 
itt can be shown that the radical of eWo on U(W0) is exactly HmA(Wo). The spacee K{W0) is 
alsoo called the space of elliptic virtual characters. 
Onn the other hand, we have the notion of elliptic elements. The elliptic elements for the pair 
(W(W00,, E), which we call here simply elliptic elements of WQ, are by definition those elements 
ww e Wo satisfying det(l - W)E ^ 0, which is equivalent to g not belonging to any Levi 
subgroupp of G. It is clear that this condition is in fact one on conjugacy classes. Let Ce« 
bee the set of elliptic conjugacy classes, and Seu be the space of complex valued functions on 
CCeeii.ii.  Then we have a nondegenerate pairing , -)eu on Seu defined as 

(f,9)ell(f,9)ell = X f (C)9(c) Nellie), 

where e 
det{ldet{l - c) 

Nellie)Nellie) -\Z(c)\ \Z(c)\ 
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andd \Z(c)\ denotes the order of the centralizer of c in W0. Since the characters of represen-
tationss in 7^ind(Wo) vanish on Ceu, we have a restriction map r : 1Z(Wo) —> Seii-  It is then 
knownn that 

PROPOSITIONN 7.2.1. ([50]) r is a bijective isometry. 

Laterr on, we wil l need to know exactly which elements of the Weyl group are elliptic. Accord-
ingg to [50], the elliptic conjugacy classes are, in our case where WQ has type Bn, represented 
byy a product of Coxeter elements in B\x x B\2 x  x B\k C Bn, one class for each partition 
AA of n. We can reformulate this as follows: 

LEMM AA  7.2.2. The elliptic conjugacy classes are those with cycletype (—, A), A h n. 

Proof.Proof. Suppose first that w = S1S2  -  sn is a Coxeter element. Then, in the notation of [42], 
wee have w = sis2 ... sn = ( ( 1 , . . ., 1), sx)  ( ( 1 , . . ., 1), s2) ((1,. -., 1, - 1 ), 1) = 
( (1 , . . . ,1 ,—l) ,s iS2. . .sn_i ) ,, which has cycletype ( -, n). Since, for a general elliptic ele-
ment,, different Coxeter elements commute, we see that the lemma holds. D 

Knowingg this, it is easy to calculate the measure peu: 

LEMMAA 7.2.3. Let c\ be the elliptic conjugacy class parametrized by (—, A), and A = 
( l a i2a 2. . . na" ) .. Then 

Proof:Proof: Take w E c\. First we consider det(l — w) in the reflection representation. If 
ww = S1S2  sn is a Coxeter element, the matrix representing w is 

/ 00 - 1 \ 
11 0 

(7.1)) 1 0 

\\ 1 0 / 

whichh has determinant 2, as can be seen easily, e.g. by developing the first row. An element 
inn a general elliptic conjugacy class is conjugate to a product of Coxeter elements, and its 
matrixx will be a block diagonal matrix with blocks of type (7.1), of sizes Aj. Therefore we 
findd that det(l - w) = 2l(x\ 
Next,, we observe that the centralizer Z(w) has size Z(w) = 2l^z\. This follows from the 
expressionn for the order of the centralizer of an element in Wo, as it can be found e.g. in [42]. 
Thereforee we find that indeed p,eu (c\) = ^-. D 

COROLLARYY 7.2.4. The characters {X{-,A ) I ̂  l~ n}form an orthonormal set of characters 
forfor the elliptic pairing e\y0-

ProofProof Because of 7.2.1, we can calculate in Seu. First we introduce some notation: \etpr(x) 
bee the r t h power sum in the infinite set of variables x, and x\{v) m e value of the character 
off  Sn, indexed by A, at an element of cycletype 1/. Similarly, we denote by X(A,^)(^ u) rae 

valuee of the Wo-character indexed by (A, p) at an element of cycletype (5, v). Then we have 
thee identities (see [42]): 

\\-n \\-n 
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andd similarly 

wheree we have put 

Pr(a)Pr(a) ~ Pr{x)+Pr(y), Pr(b) = Pr(x) ~ Pr{v)-

Takingg the empty partition for p, we find that 

Po{b)Po{b) = ^X(A,ri(-^)«A(i)^(!/ ) 
A,M M 

andd so, selecting the variables y: 

{-i){-i) l{(r)l{(r) P<,{y)P<,{y) = Y,X(-^-^sM 

whichh implies 
X ( - , M ) ( - ^ )) = ( -1) '( < T )X » 

andd so we can write 

i/hnn f r n 

whichh proves the corollary. O 

73.. Ellipti c representations of the Hecke algebra 

Lett Q be a connected split adjoint group defined over a non-archimedean local field F. Then 
theree exists a pairing EP (Euler-Poincaré) on the admissible representations of Q = Q{F), 
suchh that EP(V, V ) is the trace of a locally constant compactly supported function /y on G, 
andd E"P( V, V') is equal to the elliptic inner product of the characters of V and V' (see also 
[25]]  for a background on elliptic representation theory). In particular, if V is an irreducible 
discretee series representation of Q, this implies that fv is a pseudo-coefficient of V. For equal 
labell  Hecke algebras, Reeder ([50]) considers the following analogue of fv* for tempered 
representations. . 
Lett H be the convolution algebra of compactly supported functions on Q which are left and 
rightt invariant under 1 (an Iwahori subgroup of Q\ i.e, we consider the affine Hecke algebra 
TiTi with equal labels. Recall that we have defined, for a parabolic root subsystem RL C HO, 
thee parabolic Hecke algebra HL = H{WL) ® C[X]. Let H(H) be the space of virtual 
temperedd representations of finite length of H, and similarly for K(HL). We then consider 
thosee elements in Tt{H)y which arise via induction from parabolic subalgebras, i.e., we define 

*/(«)== E Ind&(rc(« L)) 
RLCRQ RLCRQ 

wheree we sum over all (strict) parabolic subsystems of iio- We then define the space of 
ellipticc virtual representations 

nnellell(H)=n(H)/n(H)=n(H)/n II (H) (H) 
Inn this case, there exists a pairing EP on HeiiiH). For tempered Ti-modules V, V' of finite 
length,, one can define a function fv on Q, such that (see also [51]) EP(V, V') = tr(fv, V') 
(wheree the trace is taken w.r.t. the Haar measure used to define fv)-
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Inn particular, for V, V' irreducible and tempered H-modules, one has 

XVXV (Jv) = < , -r yt __ y , for all tempered V . 

Iff  V is a discrete series representation, then for the trace r of H, this implies 

(7.2)) T{fv) = formal dimension of V = HPI({V}). 

Hence,, it would be of considerable interest to know if these constructions can be generalized 
too die general, unequal label case. The idea is that the desired element fy can be constructed 
analogouslyy to how one finds it in the group case. Let C be the fundamental alcove for 
thee action of the affine Weyl group W = W0 tx X on X 0 R. For a facet F of C, let 
WpWp = {x e W\w(F) = F} be the stabilizer of F. Wp is a finite Coxeter group whose 
Dynkinn diagram is a subdiagram of the Dynkin diagram of W. 
Wee then define e(F, V) <E H{WF) to be 

*W)=*W)= E (öüm^))dimHom«^) (7r'F) 

7r€W> > 

wheree en is the central idempotent corresponding to TT in the group algebra of Wp. 
Thiss definition implies that 

X*'(e(F,X*'(e(F, V)) = dim Eomn{WF){-K' , V) VTT' e WF. 

Wee now define the element fy: 

DEFINITIONN 7.3.1. 

fv=fv= E (-i)dim(F)e(^n 
FF facet of C 

Thiss immediately yields (denoting by q the root labels q&): 

LEMMAA  7.3.2. 

r(fv)=r(fv)=  E (- l ) d i r a ( F) E ir(q)dimHomw(WrF)(ir,V) , 
FF facet of C IÏGWF 

wherewhere dn is the generic degree ofir and dx =  PJ*(q) with PWF (q) the Poincaré polynomial 
ofWofWFF.. WF 

Proof.Proof. Let xP be the character of p e Wp. Then we have 

dim(7rK(q)) = ^dpisÜXpM = PwAuMe*), 
p p 

fromm which the claim follows.

Inn [51], the pairing EP between admissible representations of Q was originally defined as 

EP(V,EP(V, V') = E ^ 1 ) "  <^m Extn(K, V). 
n>0 n>0 

Forr the affine Hecke algebra with unequal labels, similar properties to those following from 
thiss expression should hold. In particular, it is not hard to see that (as in the equal label 
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case)) there are no extensions between irreducible W-modules with different central character. 
Therefore,, in the general case, we expect an orthogonal decomposition 

TZellCH)TZellCH) = ©s corner  of C^e l l (W) « 

wheree the representations V € TleiiWa have central character of the form r = sc, with c 
real.. Specializing further to real central character, we want a 1-1 correspondence 

fleii{'H)\fleii{'H)\  <—*  a basis of K{WQ), 

byy taking Ho-types (see Theorem 6.2.1 in [50] for the equal label case). The basis, hence 
thee correspondence, may of course depend on the values of the root labels. In particular, in 
thee case where the root system is of type Z?n, in the region &2 > (n - l)k2, we expect the 
correspondencee to be: discrete series representation with central character c(A, k\, k2) *
X(-,x)-X(-,x)- We have seen in the previous section that the right hand side indeed forms an or-
thonormall  basis w.r.t. the elliptic pairing ew0-
Inn general, it is thus expected that for generic values of the root labels, the discrete series 
representationss of H will form an orthonormal basis of TZeu (H) with respect to EP. 




